Mutual information of local field potentials distinguishes area-V2 stripe compartments

Purpose: Determining how information is represented by populations of neurons in different cortical areas is critical to our understanding of the brain mechanisms of visual perception. Recently, information-theoretical approaches have been applied to the analysis of spike trains of multiple neurons. However, other neurophysiological signals, such as local field potentials (LFPs), offer a different source of information worthy of investigating in this way. In this study, we investigate how the modular organization of area V2 of macaque monkeys impacts the information represented in LFPs.

Materials and methods: LFPs were recorded from a 32-channel microelectrode array implanted in area V2 of an anesthetized macaque monkey. The electrode positions were recovered in histological tissue stained for cytochrome oxidase (CO) to reveal the modular organization of V2. Visual stimuli consisted of a variety of moving gratings that differed in orientation, direction, spatial frequency, and chromatic content.

Results: LFPs were separated into different frequency bands for analysis of mutual information as a function of stimulus type and CO-stripe location. High-γ-band LFPs revealed the highest information content across the electrode array. The distributions of total mutual information as well as mutual information due to correlations varied greatly by CO stripe. This analysis indicates that local correlations within each CO stripe generally reduce mutual information, whereas correlations between stripes greatly increase mutual information.

Conclusion: The decomposition mutual information based on the power of different frequency bands of LFPs provides new insight into the impact of modular architecture on population coding in area V2. Unlike other cortical areas, such as V1, where mutual information based on LFP correlations is largely determined by cortical separation, mutual information in V2 is also fundamentally determined by the CO-stripe architecture.
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Introduction

Significant progress has been achieved in our understanding of how visual information is represented within populations of neurons. The vast majority of this insight has come from investigations of single-unit properties in the V1 and medial temporal areas, where single-unit properties and noise correlations among pairs of neurons have been used to determine both coding efficiency (using Fisher information) and stimulus discriminability (using mutual information [MI]).

Information processing in the visual system has been traditionally investigated based on the spiking activity of populations of cortical neurons. More recently, investigators have embraced other biological signals, such as local field potential (LFP), as novel...
methods of measuring cortical information processing.\textsuperscript{5–7} Whereas LFPs are generally thought to arise from local postsynaptic potentials, the specific sources that give rise to these signals remain somewhat controversial.\textsuperscript{8–10} Furthermore, whether and how the variety of frequency bands of LFPs differ in their spatial resolution, cortical extent, and information content remains an issue for continued investigation. This intense interest has also been fueled by the suggestion that LFPs may be highly correlated with the blood oxygen level-dependent signal that forms the basis for most investigations of functional magnetic resonance imaging.\textsuperscript{5}

How information is encoded in the brain has long been debated, especially with regard to whether and how correlations between neurons act to limit or enhance the information encoded by a given population of neurons.\textsuperscript{4,11,12} Two somewhat complementary approaches have generally been employed to study information processing in the cortex. The first approach focuses on how accurately a population of neurons encodes stimuli. This approach often measures Fisher information using the mean firing rate of neurons and the covariance of neural responses.\textsuperscript{13} The second approach employs applied Shannon information theory to determine how the activity within a population of neurons provides information about stimuli.\textsuperscript{14} The resultant MI, measured in bits, “quantifies the reduction of uncertainty about the stimulus that can be gained from observations of a single trial of the neural response”\textsuperscript{15,16}

Although MI has traditionally been calculated using single-unit firing rates, there has been growing interest in determining the significance and information content of LFPs. LFPs are thought to represent extracellular currents that primarily represent synaptic potentials (eg, excitatory postsynaptic potential) that may be best correlated with synaptic inputs and local processing. In contrast, individual spiking activity is likely correlated with the output properties of a given piece of cortical tissue. Although this formulation suggests that LFP and spiking activity should convey different types of information, recent investigations suggest that some LFP-frequency bands are well correlated with local neuronal spiking.\textsuperscript{6}

LFPs are generally decomposed into four or more frequency bands that largely parallel the frequency ranges traditionally investigated in electroencephalography (EEG) recording with scalp electrodes. The most commonly investigated ranges are 1–13 Hz (\(\delta\), \(\theta\), \(\alpha\)), 13–25 Hz (\(\beta_1\)), 25–40 Hz (\(\beta_2\)), and 60–120 Hz (\(\gamma_{\text{high}}\)-\(\gamma\)). These different frequency bands are generally thought to differ in their ability to propagate through cortical tissue and to convey different types of information. However, there is a paucity of research comparing LFP-frequency bands to information.

Recently, a powerful toolbox that extends the traditional methods of information analysis to a wider range of neurophysiological signals (including EEG and LFP) has become publicly available.\textsuperscript{15} One of the important features of this toolbox is the decomposition of total MI (\(I_{\text{total}}\)) into a number of different components that collectively describe the contributions of stimulus tuning and neuronal correlations. Accordingly, \(I_{\text{total}} = I_{\text{linear}} + I_{\text{synergy}}\). \(I_{\text{linear}}\) describes the information in a population, represented by either spikes or LFP power, if all elements were completely independent from each other. The \(I_{\text{synergy}}\) component comprises the difference between \(I_{\text{linear}}\) and \(I_{\text{total}}\). This synergy component can take on positive or negative values, depending on whether the interactions between elements increases total information, or whether redundancy between elements results in a reduction in total information. Most importantly for this investigation, \(I_{\text{synergy}}\) can be further decomposed into separate terms that reflect the impact of signal \((I_{\text{sig-syn}})\) and noise correlations \((I_{\text{correlation}})\).

The influence of noise correlations on population coding is complicated by its dependences on correlation magnitude and signal correlations.\textsuperscript{12,13} Specifically, high noise correlations between neurons with positive signal correlations tend to reduce information, whereas high noise correlations between neurons with negative signal correlations will increase information. In V1, noise correlations tend to decrease with increased cortical separation between unit pairs.\textsuperscript{17,18} The high noise correlations observed between unit pairs within a cortical column is thought to be due to a high degree of common input; the reduction in correlations over distance is thought to vary proportionally with the rapid decrease in common input between widely separated cortical columns.\textsuperscript{10} Although this view is consistent with the known distributions of thalamocortical projections to V1, the relatively homogeneous functional architecture of V1 may not be representative of other cortical areas, many of which contain more pronounced modular architectures distinguished by their functional properties and cortical connections.

Materials and methods

Animal preparation

General animal preparation and experimental procedures were carried out using methods described previously.\textsuperscript{19–21} All procedures were consistent with the guidelines of the Society for Neuroscience for the use of laboratory animals and approved by the Animal Welfare Committee of University of Texas at Houston Health Science Center. Briefly, one
long-tailed macaque monkey (*Macaca fascicularis*) was prepared for semichronic recording by sterile implantation of a 32-channel microelectrode array into V2. After postoperative recovery, the animal began a series of weekly recording sessions. The animal was anesthetized with ketamine (25 mg/kg) followed by sufentanil citrate (6–12 µg/kg/hour) and paralyzed with pancuronium bromide (0.05 mg/kg/hour) delivered by intravenous infusion (10 mL/kg/hour; lactated Ringer’s 5% dextrose). Electrocardiogram, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation, end-tidal CO$_2$, and temperature were monitored continuously. The eyes were brought into convergence and focused on the screen of a Trinitron monitor by custom-fit contact lenses and a prism. The whole screen ($19^\circ \times 14^\circ$) covered the visual field of the recorded portions of V2 ($2^\circ$–$7^\circ$ along the vertical meridian).

**Recording methods**

Single-unit and LFP recording was carried out in a macaque monkey prepared for semichronic electrophysiological recording. Data acquisition was conducted using 32-channel Utah arrays in conjunction with the Cerebus recording system (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). Visual stimuli were generated using the Visage system (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK), which produced luminance and isoluminant chromatic grating stimuli. Orientation and/or chromatic tuning curves were calculated from 10–50 repetitions of each stimulus presented in pseudorandom order.

**Visual stimuli**

Visual stimuli were generated using the Visage visual stimulation hardware/software environment, and were presented on a Hitachi cathode ray tube monitor. Custom programs enabled the presentation of grating stimuli of variable spatial and temporal frequencies and luminance contrasts. The luminance and chromaticity of the stimulus were calibrated using a J17 LumaColor meter with a J1803 luminance head and a J1820 chromaticity head (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA), and different chromatic gratings were adjusted for equal luminance (within 3%). Visual stimuli consisted of 40 stimuli that differed by chromatic content, orientation, and spatial frequency, which were presented in a pseudorandom order and were repeated 50 times each. All stimuli had average luminance of 14 cd/m$^2$ and were presented on the Hitachi monitor with a background luminance of 14 cd/m$^2$. The first 24 stimuli consisted of luminance-contrast oriented gratings (6 orientations $\times$ 2 directions) that were moved perpendicularly to the long axis (2 cycles/second) at two different spatial frequencies (0.5 and 2.0 cycles/degree). The second set of 16 stimuli consisted of moving (2 cycles/second) oriented (4 orientations $\times$ 2 directions) isoluminance chromatic (red/gray and green/gray) gratings (0.5 cycles/degree). This rich stimulus set facilitated the identification of color preference-, orientation-, color-, and spatial frequency-specific responses.

**Data analysis and interpretation**

All analyses of the data were performed using custom software written for MatLab (MathWorks, Natic, MA, USA). The Information Breakdown Toolbox ([http://www.ibtb.org](http://www.ibtb.org)) was used to compute various MI values.

**LFP data filtering and spike sorting**

The unfiltered LFP recording was first treated to remove line noise at 60, 120, and 180 Hz. For this, we used a Chebyshev type II filter with 60 db attenuation in the frequency range $f_n \pm 0.6$ Hz, where $f_n$ is the noise frequency to be removed. Then, we filtered the LFP signals into different frequency bands for further analysis. The selected frequency bands and their frequency ranges were: band 1=1–13 Hz, band 2=13–25 Hz, band 3=25–40 Hz, and band 4=60–120 Hz. We used the Chebyshev type II band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies of $f_1 = -0.3$ Hz and $f_2 = +0.3$ Hz (where $f_1$ and $f_2$ represent the lowest and highest frequencies of the pass band, respectively) and 60 db attenuation in the stop band. To nullify any phase delay introduced by the filter, we filtered and reversed the signal twice (“filtfilt” function on MatLab). After acquisition, spiking data were run through an offline-sorting program (Plexon, Dallas, TX, USA). Spikes were manually sorted into multiunit channels based on several parameters, including principal component analysis, the peak and valley timing and voltage, the shape of the spike, and energy.

**Evoked LFP-Power computation**

Since ongoing LFP power fluctuates greatly over time, we investigated evoked LFP power due to a stimulus. Evoked LFP power in a specific frequency band was computed using the formula:

$$\left(\frac{(s-p)}{p}\right) \times 100\%,$$

where $s$ and $p$ are the average LFP power values in the specific frequency band during the 500 ms stimulus and 500 ms prestimulus periods of time, respectively. Average LFP power in a time window in a specific frequency band was computed by first filtering the LFP signal in that frequency...
band and then taking the average of the voltage-squared values within the time window.

**Relationships among unit recording, LFP voltage, and LFP power**

The relationships among single-unit tuning, LFP wideband and band-limited voltage, and LFP band-limited power are illustrated in Figure 1. In this example, the tuning of an isolated single unit on electrode 28 is illustrated in Figure 1A. This cell was highly selective for orientation, and showed brisk responses to luminance-contrast gratings oriented at $0^\circ$ and $30^\circ$. In contrast, the band–band LFP voltage at this electrode showed robust responses to all orientations, beginning approximately 50 ms after stimulus onset. The band-limited LFP voltages for the four frequency bands used in this study are illustrated in panels C–F. In each of these frequency bands, the LFP voltage demonstrated strong responses to the majority of the tested orientations, but the specific stimulus eliciting the maximal response appeared to vary with the LFP voltage frequency band (eg, 1–13 Hz peak response to stimulus S2; 25–40 Hz peak response to stimulus S5; 60–120 Hz peak response to stimulus S0). In the current analysis, the LFP responses were calculated in a time window of 512 ms after stimulus onset, minus the LFP voltage (or power) occurring 100 ms before stimulus onset. Therefore, despite robust LFP voltage occurring in response to the 60–120 Hz stimulus S5, the largest response in this frequency band occurred with stimulus S0, which is consistent with the single-unit tuning illustrated in panel A.

The band-limited LFP power corresponding to the LFP voltages in panels C–F are illustrated in Figure 1, G–J. In G–J, the LFP power is illustrated as a function of time for each tested orientation. Within each LFP-frequency band and stimulus-specific band, LFP frequency is illustrated vertically such that the lowest frequency within the selected band is located across the bottom of each stimulus-specific segment. These panels demonstrate that LFP band-limited power has a somewhat complex relationship to stimulus orientation, in terms of overall tuning, number of response peaks, and in terms of response latency. For example, the LFP-power responses in the 13–25 Hz frequency band were largely uniform across stimuli, and consisted of two response peaks that occurred at the same latency relative to stimulus onset. In contrast, the LFP-power responses in the high-$\gamma$, 60-120 Hz frequency band varied widely in power and latency across tested stimulus orientations. It is notable that the shortest-latency high-$\gamma$-band LFP-power responses occurred in response to stimuli S0 and S1, exactly those that elicited the largest single-unit responses.

**Noise correlations**

Neuronal correlations were measured by computing the trial-by-trial spike-count correlation, known as noise correlation (NC). Before computing NC, the spike data for each stimulus condition were converted to z-scores. The z-scores for all the stimulus conditions were then combined to compute the NC between two electrodes.²

**Mutual information**

MI in the evoked LFP power in different frequency band was computed using the Information Breakdown Toolbox. MI provides a metric that quantifies the discriminability of a given stimulus based on a single observation of a response, rather than the averaging of responses over many repetitions of the stimulus. The MI approach is particularly appealing, since the methods that have been developed are applicable to different measures of neural activity, including spike counts of single neurons, EEGs, or LFPs. Formally, the information about a stimulus given a response is described by the following:

\[
I(S;R) = I_{linear} + \text{synergy} = I_{linear} + I_{signal\,similarity} + I_{correlation} + I_{correlation-dep,}\quad (2)
\]

where \(I_{linear}\) is the sum of information provided by the responses at each recording site given that each response is completely independent from the other, ie, no signal or noise response variability correlations.

The synergy term reflects the deviation of \(I(S;R)\) from \(I_{linear}\), and can be either positive or negative. If positive, synergy reflects the synergistic interactions between responses. If negative, synergy reflects redundancy such that different responses across the array carry similar information about the stimulus.

The \(I_{correlation-run}\) term quantifies the impact of correlated variability (noise correlations) that are both stimulus-independent (\(I_{correlation-ind}\)) and stimulus-dependent (\(I_{correlation-dep}\)). Overall, the impact of \(I_{correlation-ind}\) on total information depends on the magnitude and sign of signal correlations between responses. Therefore, \(I_{correlation-ind}\) increases total information when noise and signal correlations have opposite signs, whereas if they have the same sign (eg, both positive signal and noise correlations), total information is reduced, and thus stimuli are less discriminable. We focused our analysis on the total information (MI about stimuli carried by the response array),
Figure 1 (A–J) Relationships among single-unit tuning, local field potential (LFP) voltage, and LFP power.

Notes: (A) Tuning curves based on single-unit responses (mean firing-rate background) to luminance-contrast grating (2.0 cycles/degree) moved in both directions along six orientations. This cell (unit 1 at electrode 28) exhibited a peak response to the 0° grating. (B) Broadband LFP voltage as a function of time relative to stimulus onset in response to luminance gratings moved at six different orientations (S0 = 0°, S5 = 150°). Robust time-locked responses were observed in response to all stimuli. (C–F) Frequency band-limited LFP voltage as a function of time relative to stimulus onset for the six oriented grating stimuli. LFP responses were observed in response to all stimuli in each frequency band. However, the peak response, calculated relative to LFP voltage prior to stimulus onset, varied with the frequency band. (G–J) Frequency band-limited LFP power as a function of time relative to stimulus onset in response to the six oriented gratings. The latency, magnitude, and structure of the LFP-power responses varied across frequency bands.
linear component (the sum of the independent information carried by each element of the response array), and the information due to correlations.

**Anatomical methods**

At the end of the series of semichronic recording sessions, the monkey was deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (75–100 mg/kg, intravenously) and briefly perfused intracardially with saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The brain was removed from the skull, and the occipital operculum was dissected, unfolded slightly, gently pressed between glass slides, briefly postfixed in the final cryoprotective solution, and later sectioned in the tangential plane. Frozen sections were cut at 31 µm in thickness.

The pattern of cytochrome oxidase (CO) activity in V2 was demonstrated according to Wong-Riley and Carroll. Briefly, free-floating sections were incubated in a large volume of oxygenated reaction mixture for 5–24 hours at 37°C. Sections were then washed, mounted on subbed slides, and air-dried before dehydration and coverslipping. The locations of CO-dense and -pale regions in V2 were digitized using a high-resolution flatbed scanner (1,200 dpi). Radially aligned blood vessels and other fine-edge landmarks were used to align multiple CO-stained histological sections. The locations of all electrodes in the 32-channel microelectrode array were reconstructed relative to the CO pattern observed in the stack of adjacent tissue sections. Optical density analysis was then used to assign each electrode to a CO-dense or -pale region.

LFPs and limited single-unit activity were recorded from electrodes across this array without prior knowledge of their relationship to the pattern of CO stripes. Although the physiological data were strongly indicative of the underlying stripe pattern, the assignment of electrode position to CO stripe was based solely on the histological reconstruction of the array in histological sections stained for CO. Figure 2A illustrates one tangential section through dorsal V2 near the lip of the lunate sulcus that illustrates the 8 × 4 electrode positions with respect to the underlying CO pattern. Although this single section optimally indicates the stripe positions through the

---

**Figure 2** (A–C) Microelectrode-array electrode positions relative to cytochrome oxidase stripes. **Notes:** (A) V2 stripes were identified from tangentially sectioned tissue stained for cytochrome oxidase (CO). Recording-site positions were then determined from the clear pattern of perforations made in the tissue by the array. (B) Optical density plot from the region of interest, indicated by the white rectangle in (A) that indicates the positions of the CO optically dense thin and thick stripes, as well as the CO pale/optically brighter interstripes. (C) Location of CO-dense thin stripe superimposed on microelectrode-array electrode numbers. Based on their positions medial or lateral to the central thin stripe, the two CO-pale interstripes were distinguished as type II and type I interstripes, respectively.
two posterior electrode rows, additional sections extended this pattern to the two more anterior rows. Figure 2B illustrates the reconstruction of electrode number (array position) with regard to CO-stripe location. The central CO-dense region was tentatively identified as a CO thin stripe, while the adjacent CO-pale regions were identified as interstripes. These interstripes were further distinguished as type I and type II interstripes, based on their positions medial and lateral to the thin stripe, respectively. The functional assignment of CO-dense and -pale regions was based on the consistent physiological23 and anatomical criteria24 that indicate that type II interstripes are located medial to each thick stripe.

Results

Area V2 is a well-studied extrastriate cortical area with a distinct modular architecture that is characterized by a unique pattern of CO-defined stripe compartments, distinct functional properties, and distinct cortical connections. V2 therefore provides an excellent opportunity to determine how the characteristic modular architecture influences the coding of MI by LFPs. In this study, LFP and limited single-unit recording was performed using a 32-channel silicone microelectrode array. The array position was subsequently recovered in a stack of histological sections stained for the metabolic enzyme CO. To facilitate the identification of functional differences between electrodes and thus V2 stripes, a rich set of visual stimuli were presented that differed in chromatic content and spatial frequency. This section presents data that examine the distribution of the linear component of MI (\(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\)) across LFP-frequency bands, the breakdown of total MI (\(\text{MI}_{\text{total}}\)) into its key components, and the systematic analysis of MI due to correlations (\(\text{MI}_{\text{correlation}}\)) between V2 stripes. The pattern of MI varied systematically across the microelectrode array. These systematic variations provided new insights into the pattern of interstripe correlations and functional properties of V2 stripe compartments.

Mutual information and LFP-frequency bands

The pattern and magnitude of \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) encoded by LFPs varied by frequency band and visual stimulus content. This basic result is illustrated in Figure 3, which displays the \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) encoded by each of the 32 microelectrode-array channels in the two stimulus epochs (and total stimulus set; columns) and four LFP-frequency bands (rows). The MI in each LFP band in each frequency and stimulus condition is color-coded such that higher information values are indicated by shades of red and lower information values are indicated by shades of blue. The pattern of electrodes displaying high LFP MI changes both with LFP frequency and stimulus epoch. Within the luminance-contrast stimulus set (stimuli 1–24), the lowest-frequency band displayed little evidence of high LFP \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) which clearly increased across the array for the middle frequency (13–25 and 25–40 Hz) bands. Most interestingly, in the high-γ-frequency band, the highest LFP information was observed in the lateral and medial portions of the microelectrode array, corresponding to the interstripe regions.

A distinctly different pattern of LFP MI versus LFP-frequency band was observed within the second (chromatic) stimulus epoch. In contrast to the first stimulus epoch, LFP \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) at the lowest frequency band showed weak evidence for increased information in the middle electrode channels. A very similar pattern was observed within the 13–25 Hz band, in which MI grew even stronger within the 25–40 Hz band. In contrast to the first stimulus epoch, the electrodes with highest γ-band (60–120 Hz) LFP information were concentrated in the central portion of the array, corresponding to the CO thin stripe.

Mutual information within the high-γ-frequency band

Strong evidence for distinguishing different CO stripes on the basis of the \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) encoded within LFP power was first revealed by comparing the pattern of \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) across the electrode array under different stimulus conditions (Figure 4). The central electrodes appeared to be contained within a thin stripe, based on the data revealed by the differential MI map in Figure 4A. This map illustrates the numerical difference in MI bits when the information contained within responses to the chromatic stimulus set (stimuli 25–40) is subtracted from the information contained within the responses to the luminance-contrast stimulus set (stimuli 1–24). The largest negative values (chromatic > luminance) were found within columns 3–4, which correspond to the CO-dense region illustrated in Figure 2. Based on this analysis, it is concluded that this central CO dense region is a thin stripe.

The map of \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) revealed by the responses to the chromatic stimulus set was further examined by comparing the magnitude of MI found in the brain responses to the red/gray – green/gray-oriented chromatic stimulus conditions (stimuli 25–32 minus 33–40), as illustrated in Figure 4B. Similar to the spatial pattern of \(\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}\) exhibited in Figure 4A, the differential information plot in Figure 3B highlights a central zone (columns 4–5) that contains a relatively high information content, reflecting the processing of different hues in the chromatic stimulus set. Most
Interestingly, this high-information “stripe” does not directly superimpose on the high-information stripe in Figure 4A. Perhaps this slight offset (~400 µm) indicates a spatial substructure within the thin stripes. In addition, the spatial pattern of $MI_{\text{linear}}$ in Figure 4B indicates an asymmetry in the information content in the two interstripes that flank the central thin stripe. Specifically, the interstripe located medially to the thin stripe (type I interstripe) exhibited greater information values within the responses to the red/gray stimulus, while the interstripe lateral to the thin stripe (type II interstripe) exhibited greater information...
in responses to the green/gray stimuli. A similar asymmetry was observed within the differential MI plot in Figure 4A: the medial interstripe exhibited greater information about the luminance stimulus set, whereas the lateral interstripe contained more information about the chromatic stimulus set.

A complementary pattern of differential $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ is revealed in Figure 4C, which compares the MI contained within the responses to low- versus high- spatial frequencies (stimuli 1–12 versus 13–24). In this comparison plot, the central thin stripe exhibited relatively low information about these luminance-contrast stimuli, whereas the medial and lateral interstripes exhibited relatively large and asymmetrical information about these stimuli. Specifically, the medial (type I interstripe) exhibited greater information about the higher-spatial-frequency stimuli, whereas the lateral interstripe (type II interstripe) exhibited greater information about the lower-spatial-frequency stimuli. These results demonstrate that the MI contained within the responses to stimuli varying in chromatic content and spatial frequency can provide robust evidence to distinguish thin stripes from interstripes. Furthermore, this analysis suggests that the two types of interstripes can be distinguished by the MI$\text{linear}$ contained in their responses to luminance and chromatic stimuli.

**Noise correlations are fundamental to population coding of mutual information**

Total MI within a neural population is composed of several distinct components, reflecting both the linear, independent information due to the responses of individual neurons (or LFP sources) and the synergistic effects of interactions between neural elements. Information is either increased or decreased, based primarily on the correlations between neural responses. It is now recognized that the presence of correlations between neural elements does not automatically reduce MI because of redundancy. Rather, the determination of whether a correlation adds or subtracts information depends in a complex way on the sign of both the noise and signal correlations between elements. That is, if two cells (or LFPs) have similar stimulus-tuning properties, a positive noise correlation between elements. That is, if two cells (or LFPs) have similar stimulus-tuning properties, a positive noise correlation between them will tend to reduce MI, while a negative noise correlation will tend to add MI. Conversely, if two neural elements have dissimilar tuning properties, both elements.

### Table: Mutual Information Linear Component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lateral</th>
<th>Medial</th>
<th>Red &gt; chromatic &gt; luminance</th>
<th>Red &gt; green/gray &gt; green/gray</th>
<th>Red low sf &gt; high sf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oriented</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>luminance-chromatic:</strong> stimuli (1 to 24)–(25 to 40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.1893</td>
<td>0.1657</td>
<td>-0.0535</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.1823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.0283</td>
<td>-0.1507</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>-0.1852</td>
<td>-0.1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1744</td>
<td>-0.0195</td>
<td>-0.1206</td>
<td>-0.0006</td>
<td>-0.1243</td>
<td>-0.1639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1102</td>
<td>-0.0461</td>
<td>-0.0213</td>
<td>-0.0685</td>
<td>-0.1327</td>
<td>-0.1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oriented</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>red/gray - green/gray:</strong> stimuli (25 to 32)–(33 to 40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1613</td>
<td>-0.2582</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.0876</td>
<td>0.2383</td>
<td>0.0569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.127</td>
<td>-0.0952</td>
<td>-0.0873</td>
<td>0.1574</td>
<td>0.2577</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0477</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.3089</td>
<td>0.1607</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>-0.0045</td>
<td>-0.0349</td>
<td>0.2371</td>
<td>0.2099</td>
<td>0.0645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oriented</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>luminance low - high spatial frequency:</strong> stimuli (1 to 12)–(13 to 24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.0607</td>
<td>-0.0595</td>
<td>-0.1153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.1351</td>
<td>0.1007</td>
<td>0.2392</td>
<td>-0.1437</td>
<td>0.0826</td>
<td>-0.0881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.0789</td>
<td>0.1766</td>
<td>0.1424</td>
<td>-0.1817</td>
<td>-0.0341</td>
<td>-0.1108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>-0.0401</td>
<td>-0.0604</td>
<td>-0.1277</td>
<td>-0.1047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4** (A–C) Stimulus-dependent distribution of linear MI across the array.  
**Notes:** (A) Difference in linear MI for high-$\gamma$-band LFP power due to stimulation with luminance contrast – chromatic contrast stimuli. Red indicates that electrodes in the thin stripe exhibited greater $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ in response to the chromatic stimulus set. (B) Difference in $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ for high-$\gamma$-band LFP power in response to red/gray – green/gray chromatic contrast stimuli. Red indicates electrodes with more $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ about green/gray stimuli. (C) Difference in $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ for high-$\gamma$-band LFP power in response to stimulation with luminance contrast gratings of two different spatial frequencies (0.5–2.0 cycles/degree). Red in the type II interstripe indicates this stripe exhibited $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ about the higher-spatial-frequency gratings, whereas green in the type I interstripe indicates greater information about the lower-spatial-frequency gratings.  
**Abbreviations:** MI, mutual information; LFP, local field potential; sf, spatial frequency; diff, difference.
positive and negative correlations can increase MI. Since correlated variability (noise correlations) can have such a critical role in population coding of MI, it is important to determine the spatial structure and stimulus dependence of noise correlations in V2.

In the current experiment, several recording sessions were particularly useful in providing single-unit data from multiple electrode channels that facilitated the determination of the magnitude, spatial dependence, and stimulus specificity of noise correlations. These data were analyzed separately for the two types of stimulus sets: oriented luminance and nonoriented, isoluminant hue stimuli. In contrast to LFP recording, on several occasions it was possible to isolate two or more single units from a given electrode, and thus calculate their noise correlation with 0 mm unit separation. The pattern of noise correlations for 53 pairs of single units recorded during stimulation with moving oriented luminance-contrast gratings is illustrated in Figure 5A. In order to gain some insight into the relationship between these noise correlations and the corresponding signal correlations, the unit pairs were distinguished by the differences in their preferred orientations, and in the case of differences greater than 60°, by their stripe-to-stripe positions. The noise correlations for unit pairs whose preferred orientations differed by 60° or less were moderately high for closely separated pairs, and the magnitude of this correlation decreased rapidly with increasing cortical separation ($y = -0.0642x + 0.2205$). In contrast, the unit pairs whose preferred orientations differed by more than 60° exhibited noise correlations that were impacted by their CO-stripe position in the cortex. For example, the noise correlations from the subset of these unit pairs that spanned between the two interstripes were remarkably high given their large cortical separation of ~2 mm ($y = -0.2176x + 0.6622$). On average, unit pairs with orientation differences of 60° or less that were separated by 1.5–2.5 mm had noise correlations that averaged near 0.1. Finally, the small group of unit pairs with orientation differences greater than 60° showed very low noise correlations at separations of ~1 mm, and exhibited somewhat-larger noise correlations at separations near 1.75 mm ($y = 0.1091x - 0.0442$). Although this latter group is described as not spanning between interstripes, their large cortical separations and higher noise correlations suggest that they may have encroached on these interstripes.

The pattern of noise correlations calculated for 81 unit pairs during isoluminant hue stimulation is illustrated in Figure 5B. As with the pattern of noise correlations observed during stimulation with oriented luminance-contrast gratings (Figure 5A), hue-driven noise correlations were maximal for unit pairs recorded at the same microelectrode (unit separation = 0), and decreased to an average of less than 0.1 for unit-pair separations of ~2.5 mm ($y = -0.0821x + 0.2548$). Although this analysis did not evaluate the specific stripe identities of the units in these pairs, the cortical separations

![Figure 5](image_url)  
**Figure 5 (A and B)** Noise correlations as a function of single-unit cortical separation.  
**Notes:** (A) The relationship between noise correlation (correlated variability) and single-unit-pair cortical separation was found to depend on the orientation preferences of the unit pairs. Unit pairs with preferred orientations differing by less than 60° showed the expected decrease in noise correlations with increased distance (blue). Nearby neurons showed high noise correlations (~0.2), while pairs separated by 2 mm had low correlations (~0.05). A similar pattern was observed for neuron pairs spanning the two interstripes with orientation differences >60° (red). Surprisingly, other neuron pairs with orientation differences >60° showed an increase in noise correlations with distance. (B) Relationship between unit noise correlations and cortical separation during stimulation with isoluminant hue patches. Noise correlations were greatest for units recorded at the same electrode (~0.3) and decreased rapidly with cortical separation.
of >1.5 mm almost certainly included some units spanning between the two interstripes.

These patterns of noise correlations as a function of unit-pair cortical separation are consistent with the prevailing view that high noise correlations reflect substantial common input.\(^1\) This would be expected for closely separated unit pairs, as the amount of shared input would be expected to decrease with increasing cortical separation. However, the high noise correlations observed for unit pairs that spanned across interstripes would not be expected by a simple homogeneous-distance model that has been applied to V1.\(^1\) Rather, these high noise correlations would be consistent with the idea that despite their large cortical separations, the two interstripes of V2 receive a substantial amount of common input. Although these two types of interstripes receive the majority of their input from layers 2 and 3 of V1, a vanishingly small percentage of individual cells project to two different interstripe types.\(^2\)

**Mutual information changes with reference to electrode position**

As indicated earlier, the \(M_{\text{total}}\) contained within the responses of a given neural population depends both on a linear component resulting from independent signal correlations and a nonlinear component reflecting the positive and/or negative impact of interneuronal correlations. In order to gain some insight into the distribution and impact of LFP correlations, a strategy was developed to sample the structure of correlations across the microelectrode array using a single reference electrode whose effective position was systematically shifted across the array. This strategy can be seen in Figure 6, which plots the \(M_{\text{total}}\) encoded within the responses in the two stimulus subsets and the total stimulus set for high-\(\gamma\)-frequency LFPs. Each row of this figure illustrates the pattern of \(M_{\text{total}}\) across the array for a single reference-electrode position. The specification of the reference electrode allows for the calculation of LFP correlations with all other electrodes in the array. As before, the MI calculated for each electrode is color coded; reds are high information and blues are lower information.

While each of the stimulus epochs and the total stimulus set conveyed similar information about the impact of LFP correlations on \(M_{\text{total}}\), the second stimulus epoch (stimuli 25–40) may be the most illustrative. In the e2 reference condition, the highest \(M_{\text{total}}\) was observed in the central region corresponding to the thin stripe (columns 3–5), and in the...
most lateral columns corresponding to the type II interstripe at the thick-stripe border. In contrast, the lowest $MI_{total}$ was observed in the most medial columns in the immediate vicinity of the reference electrode. This pattern suggests that correlations near the reference site reduce the $MI_{total}$ arising from that region. A similar pattern of high centrally located $MI_{total}$ and low medial interstripe information was observed in the e6 reference-electrode condition. This pattern of reduced $MI_{total}$ in the vicinity of the reference electrode is consistent with the idea that LFP correlations within a given CO-stripe compartment act to reduce the $MI_{total}$ represented within that stripe.

The suggestion that stripe-specific correlations reduce the $MI_{total}$ exhibited by a given CO stripe is further supported by the pattern of information observed in reference-electrode conditions e10–e14, and to a somewhat lesser extent in e18. For example, in the case of reference electrode e10 (center of column 3), the highest $MI_{total}$ was exhibited by LFPs recorded at the medial and lateral extremes of the array, while the lowest $MI_{total}$ was exhibited by electrodes in the immediate vicinity of the reference electrode (located within the central thin stripe). A very similar pattern of $MI_{total}$ was observed in reference electrode condition e18. This shifting distribution of $MI_{total}$ is very striking, and raises a number of issues concerning the distribution of LFP (and single-unit) correlations in V2. If the inclusion of a reference electrode allows for the incorporation of local neural correlations, the region of reduced local information, presumably due to increased local correlation, is not simply one electrode wide. Rather, the observed increases or decreases in $MI_{total}$ appear to shift with a period of approximately three electrode separations (≈1.2 mm). Therefore, the most parsimonious explanation of this result is that the reduction in $MI_{total}$ is most likely due to increased correlations (LFP noise correlation) reflecting the spatial spread of common input to each V2-stripe compartment.

This idea is further supported by the shift in $MI_{total}$ observed with reference-electrode positions e22 and e26. These two reference conditions exhibited a pattern of $MI_{total}$ very similar to that exhibited with reference electrodes e2 and e6. The similarity of array-wide $MI_{total}$ in the face of widely disparate reference-electrode positions suggests that the distribution and impact of correlations arising from the two interstripes was largely symmetrical. Finally, reference-electrode condition e30 presented a pattern of $MI_{total}$ that was somewhat difficult to interpret. In this condition, high $MI_{total}$ was exhibited across the whole array with little or no evidence of reduced information due to local correlations.

Perhaps electrode e30 fell just outside the lateral (type II) interstripe, and thus is best interpreted as falling at the edge of the thick stripe. If so, then one interpretation of the observed result is that thick stripes do not follow the same correlation/MI rules that seem to be reflected in the thin stripes and interstripes. Alternatively, the distribution of local intrinsic connectivity and associated neural correlations are robust within a given stripe cycle and less extensive between stripe cycles. According to this view, the thick stripe, located at the extreme lateral edge of the electrode array, might be part of the next stripe cycle, while the thick stripe that should be located at the extreme medial edge of the array would be part of the current stripe cycle. A formal test of the stripe-cycle dependence of neuronal correlations will require considerable additional experimentation to measure correlations and information across two or more stripe cycles.

The incorporation of pair-wise correlations associated with the reference electrode had a profound impact on the magnitude and structure of $MI_{total}$ across the microelectrode array. For each reference-electrode position, the associated correlations increased the $MI_{total}$ in a way that depended on stripe position. In an effort to gain further insight into the significance of these findings, we decomposed the $MI_{total}$ into its linear and correlational components, and examined how these information sources changed as a function of reference-electrode position across the array. Figure 7A illustrates in a compact format the impact on $MI_{total}$ that was represented in Figure 6. Similar to Figure 6, the information associated with the luminance (stimuli 1–24), chromatic (stimuli 25–40), and total (stimuli 1–40) stimulus sets are plotted separately. Within each of these plots, the reference-electrode position varies along the $x$-axis, and the information magnitude (bits) is plotted along the $y$-axis. Unlike Figure 6, this figure averages the information values for all electrodes within a given stripe type: red for the lateral interstripe, green for the central thin stripe, and purple for the medial interstripe. Finally, dashed vertical lines in the panels representing the chromatic stimulus epochs indicate the position of the thin stripe relative to the plotted $MI_{linear}$ component values.

The overall impact of the inclusion of the reference electrode on $MI_{total}$ is best evaluated by examining how the $MI_{correlation}$ (Figure 7C) when added to the $MI_{linear}$ due to independent responses (Figure 7B) resulted in the pattern of $MI_{total}$ represented in Figure 7A. For example, the $MI_{linear}$ encoded within the responses to the luminance stimulus set (stimuli 1–24) was relatively flat across the microelectrode array, and averaged approximately 1.1 bits/electrode. In
contrast, the MI encoded by interelectrode correlations (MI$_{\text{correlation}}$) was generally smaller in magnitude, but varied considerably with reference-electrode position and stripe type. In this example, the MI$_{\text{correlation}}$ varied from 0 to 0.7 bits and was highly dependent on stripe type. That is, MI$_{\text{correlation}}$ in the thin stripe was high when the reference electrode was located in either interstripe, but was nearly zero when the reference electrode was located within the thin stripe. Similar but less profound effects were observed in the lateral and medial interstripes.
A similar but more complex pattern of MI components was observed in the responses to the chromatic stimulus set (stimuli 25–40). In general, the magnitude and pattern of MI_total from the chromatic stimulus epoch was very similar to that observed in the luminance-stimulus epoch. These stimulus epochs differed greatly in the magnitude and distribution of the MI_linear component, as well as in the detailed structure of the MI_correlation. For example, unlike the relatively flat distribution of MI_linear for the luminance stimuli, this information component was generally greater in magnitude and varied in reference to electrode position in the responses to the chromatic stimulus set. It is striking that MI_linear peaked at the borders of the thin stripe and in fact dipped within the center of this stripe. Furthermore, it is interesting that all three stripe components had additional minima at reference-electrode positions 2 and 26. Based on the previous analysis, it appears that e2 was located within the interstripe near the next thick stripe, whereas e26 may have been located at the far lateral edge of the interstripe, with e30 located just inside the next thick stripe.

MI_correlation encoded within the responses to the chromatic stimulus set also varied greatly with stripe type and reference-electrode position. In some ways, this distribution was similar to that seen in the responses to the luminance-stimulus set, but there were also some differences that may provide insight into the functional interactions between V2-stripe types. Unlike the luminance set responses, the MI_correlation within the two interstripes peaked for the reference-electrode position in the center of the thin stripe (e14) and was slightly asymmetrical with respect to the thin stripe. Specifically, the MI_correlation within the medial (type I) interstripe was lowest for reference position e6 and was relatively high for reference-electrode positions within the lateral interstripe (e22–e30). A largely complementary pattern of MI_correlation was observed in the lateral interstripe (type II). In this case, the largest information was observed for correlations arising from the medial interstripe region (e2–e6), and the smallest information was observed for correlations arising from within the lateral interstripe (e22–e24). Finally, the MI_correlation observed within the thin stripe was near zero or slightly negative within the thin stripe, and increased rapidly to peak values for correlations arising from the centers of the medial (e2) and lateral (e26) interstripes.

The spatial distribution and stripe dependence of the MI_correlation of LFPs is striking, and raises a number of issues concerning interactions between V2-stripe compartments. First, for each stripe type, the correlations that arose locally generally provided little or slightly negative amounts of MI. This effect was most profound within the thin stripe and medial interstripe. However, the local correlations arising within the lateral interstripe, at least during chromatic stimulation, had a generally positive impact on MI. Second, for all stripe types, the correlations arising from more distant electrodes tended to have strongly positive impacts on MI_total. Finally, the MI_correlation curves varied in shape for the different V2 stripes. Specifically, the MI_correlation curve within the thin stripe was very broad, and peaked at distances of approximately 1.2 mm. In contrast, the MI_correlation curve for the medial interstripe (type I) exhibited a very narrow minimum (around one electrode), and the peak information was observed approximately 800 µm away. Similarly, the curve for the lateral interstripe (type II) contained only a modest, narrow dip and near-peak values of MI were observed ~800 µm away. These asymmetries imply that the spatial extent of local, intrinsic connections differed by stripe type. According to this hypothesis, thin stripes make more widespread connections than either type of interstripes. Furthermore, if the distribution of MI_correlation in LFPs is related to single-unit noise correlations, these results are consistent with the idea that the border regions of CO stripes contain a mixture of cells that collectively exhibit more common input than those in the centers of each stripe.

**Mutual information changes due to specific interstripe interactions**

Having established that the pattern of MI_total was systematically influenced by the horizontal position of the reference electrode relative to the CO stripes, we then expanded this analysis by determining the full impact of interstripe correlations on MI. The results from this analysis are presented in Figure 8, which illustrates how MI in each stripe compartment was impacted when the correlations from each of the three stripes were included as the “reference”. This figure is organized by columns into the achromatic, chromatic, and full-stimulus sets. The first three rows illustrate the impact of these stripe–stripe interactions on the high-γ-band (60–120 Hz), MI_total, MI_linear, and MI_correlation, respectively. The bottom row illustrates the impact of these stripe–stripe interactions on 1–13Hz MI_correlation. Furthermore, the bar graphs in the first two rows are scaled to the same maximum value (two bits of MI) to highlight the differences between MI_total and MI_linear, and thus to facilitate appreciation of the role of MI_correlation in MI_total.

Within each bar-graph plot, three sets of bar graphs are shown that illustrate the impact on MI when all electrodes within each CO-stripe type are used as “reference” (type II
the achromatic stimulus condition using interstripe I as reference, all of the pair-wise comparisons between stripes failed to reach statistical significance. Similarly, in the chromatic stimulus conditions, mutual information (MI) was plotted for each stripe (interstripe II, thin, and interstripe I) as a function of the reference stripe, which provided the specific stripe–stripe interactions. For each triplet in each stimulus condition, MI varied significantly across stripes (Kruskall–Wallis test). Within each reference-stripe condition, nonparametric tests were used to determine the significance of differences in MI between stripes (Wilcoxon, uncorrected for multiple tests). In most reference-stripe and stimulus conditions, MI was significantly different across stripes in each reference condition for the achromatic, chromatic, and full-stimulus conditions. Within each reference-stripe condition, nonparametric tests were used to determine the significance of differences in MI between stripes (Wilcoxon, uncorrected for multiple tests). In most reference-stripe and stimulus conditions, MI was observed to vary significantly between stripe pairs. However, in several instances, MI did not distinguish the CO compartments. For example, in the achromatic stimulus condition using interstripe I as reference, all of the pair-wise comparisons between stripes failed to reach statistical significance. Similarly, in the chromatic stimulus condition, with the thin stripe as reference, the MI observed in the type II interstripe was indistinguishable from the thin stripe (P > 0.147) and type I interstripe (P > 0.052). (C) MI varied significantly across CO stripes in each stimulus condition and each reference-stripe condition (Kruskall–Wallis). Pair-wise comparisons of MI within each stimulus and reference-stripe condition revealed that MI was minimized in each stripe when that stripe served as the reference stripe. (D) The 1–13 Hz band of MI varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus and reference-stripe condition (Kruskall–Wallis). Similar to MI, MI in the high-/band, pair-wise comparisons between stripes in each reference-stripe condition revealed that MI was minimal within each stripe that serves as the reference (Wilcoxon). This effect was most obvious within the chromatic stimulus condition, where MI was found to be negative for the thin stripe and interstripe I when they served as the reference stripe.

Figure 8 (A–D) Mutual information (MI) in cytochrome oxidase (CO) stripes varied systematically due to interstripe interactions. Notes: (A) MI in each CO stripe was modified by interactions with each “reference” stripe in the achromatic (stimuli 1–24), chromatic (stimuli 25–40), and full-stimulus (stimuli 41–60) sets (columns). In each stimulus condition, MI is plotted for each stripe (interstripe II, thin, and interstripe I) as a function of the reference stripe, which provided the specific stripe–stripe interactions. For each triplet in each stimulus condition, MI varied significantly across stripes (Kruskall–Wallis test). Within each reference-stripe condition, nonparametric tests were used to determine the significance of differences in MI between stripes (Wilcoxon, uncorrected for multiple tests). (B) MI was significantly different across stripes in each referencestripe condition for the achromatic, chromatic, and full-stimulus conditions. Within each reference-stripe condition, nonparametric tests were used to determine the significance of differences in MI between stripes (Wilcoxon, uncorrected for multiple tests). In most reference-stripe and stimulus conditions, MI was observed to vary significantly between stripe pairs. However, in several instances, MI did not distinguish the CO compartments. For example, in the achromatic stimulus condition using interstripe I as reference, all of the pair-wise comparisons between stripes failed to reach statistical significance. Similarly, in the chromatic stimulus condition, with the thin stripe as reference, the MI observed in the type II interstripe was indistinguishable from the thin stripe (P > 0.147) and type I interstripe (P > 0.052). (C) MI varied significantly across CO stripes in each stimulus condition and each reference-stripe condition (Kruskall–Wallis). Pair-wise comparisons of MI within each stimulus and reference-stripe condition revealed that MI was minimized in each stripe when that stripe served as the reference stripe. (D) The 1–13 Hz band of MI varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus and reference-stripe condition (Kruskall–Wallis). Similar to MI, MI in the high-/band, pair-wise comparisons between stripes in each reference-stripe condition revealed that MI was minimal within each stripe that serves as the reference (Wilcoxon). This effect was most obvious within the chromatic stimulus condition, where MI was found to be negative for the thin stripe and interstripe I when they served as the reference stripe.
interstripe, thin stripe, type I interstripe, respectively). The three bars within each of these three graph sets therefore illustrate the amount of MI (mean ± standard error of mean) encoded within each of these stripe types. For example, the upper-left panel demonstrates for the achromatic stimulus set (stimuli 1–24) how high-γ-band MI total in each CO stripe is influenced by the correlations arising from each stripe. These plots reveal several different aspects of MI total within each stripe as a function of stripe-to-stripe interactions. First, the comparison of MI total for each stripe under the three reference conditions demonstrates that MI total within a given stripe was minimized when the electrodes within that stripe were used for the reference condition. That is, the MI total within the interstripe II (inter-II), thin, and interstripe I (inter-I) were minimized for the “inter-II”, thin, and “inter-I” reference conditions, respectively. Second, the differences in MI total revealed across stripe types in each reference condition were statistically significant (Kruskall–Wallis; P<1.88 × 10−11, 1.00 × 10−18, and 3.66 × 10−2). Having established that MI total varied significantly across stripe type in each reference condition, pair-wise comparisons (uncorrected) were used to determine stripe–stripe differences in MI total. Therefore, for the type II interstripe reference condition, MI total was found to be significantly different between the type II interstripes and the thin stripes (Wilcoxon, P<1.39 × 10−9), the type II and type I interstripes (P<1.00 × 10−18), and between the type I interstripe and the thin stripe (P<0.047).

The impact of interstripe interactions on MI was most clearly revealed by analyzing the impact of specific stripe interactions on MI correlation. The three panels within the third row in Figure 8 illustrate these stripe-specific interactions for the achromatic, chromatic, and full stimulus sets, respectively. As before, the MI within each stripe is illustrated for each of the three stripe-type reference conditions. Similar to the distributions of MI total for the achromatic stimulus conditions (eg, stimuli 1–24), MI correlation varied significantly between stripes in each reference-stripe condition (P<1.99 × 10−8, P<1.00 × 10−18, and 1.55 × 10−9 for reference inter-II, thin, and inter-I, respectively). Furthermore, the plots of MI correlation in the achromatic, chromatic, and full stimulus set conditions clearly demonstrate that local, within-stripe interactions tended to reduce MI correlation within each stripe. For example, within the achromatic stimulus set, the MI correlation for each stripe was lowest in the corresponding reference-stripe condition. This is most noticeable within the achromatic and chromatic stimulus sets, where the MI correlation was negative for the thin stripe in the thin-stripe reference condition. Finally, whereas MI (total, linear, and correlation) was found to vary significantly across stripes in each reference-stripe condition in each stimulus set, and individual stripes tended to vary significantly from each other in these conditions, a minority of stripe–stripe comparisons were found to be statistically nonsignificant in this data set. For example, the MI correlation for thin versus inter-I in the interstripe II reference condition (P>0.776), inter-I versus inter-II in the thin-stripe reference condition (P>0.481), and inter-II versus thin in the interstripe I reference condition (P>0.174) were each found to be nonsignificant.

In an effort to determine whether the pattern of stripe–stripe interactions observed for high-γ-band MI was unique to this frequency band, we repeated the analysis of MI correlation for the LFP power recorded within the 1–13 Hz spectrum (Figure 8D). Overall, the pattern of 1–13 Hz MI correlation as a function of CO stripe, reference stripe, and stimulus period was very similar to that observed within the high-γ (60–120 Hz)-frequency band. However, several differences in MI correlation are worth pointing out. First, the average MI correlation within the 1–13 Hz band tended to be smaller than the high-γ-band MI correlation for the same stripes, reference stripes, and stimulus periods. Although not quantified here, this trend was most obvious in the plots of MI correlation for the full stimulus set where the high-γ MI correlation values tended to exceed those of the 1–13 Hz band by approximately 0.1 bit. Second, whereas a few stripe–stripe interactions in the high-γ-band resulted in negative MI correlation (eg, thin stripe in thin-stripe achromatic reference condition), the frequency and magnitude of these negative MI correlation values were increased within the 1–13 Hz LFP-frequency band.

### Mutual information due to all interstripe interactions

In the previous section, the impact on MI was determined separately for stripes based on interactions from each of the three reference-stripe positions. Although this provides for a comprehensive analysis of specific interaction, it is somewhat artificial, in that interactions between all stripe compartments are expected to occur simultaneously during natural stimulation. Therefore, these data were reanalyzed in order to represent the global pattern of MI based on all of the aforementioned stripe-to-stripe interactions.

The stripe-specific distributions of high-γ-frequency MI total, MI linear, and MI correlation for the achromatic, chromatic, and full stimulus sets (columns) are illustrated in Figure 9A–C, respectively. Similar to Figure 8, the stripe-specific distribu-
of correlation of Mi varied significantly between interstripes in the chromatic condition. (A) Mi, linear was significantly different between type II and type I interstripes, but thin stripes were indistinguishable from type II interstripes in each stimulus condition. (B) Mi, linear varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus condition. In both the achromatic and chromatic stimulus conditions, Mi, linear was greatest within the thin stripe. However, in the full-stimulus condition, Mi, linear was maximal in the type I interstripe. (C) Mi, correlation varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus condition. Pair-wise comparisons between stripes revealed that Mi, correlation was smallest in the achromatic and full-stimulus conditions, and smaller than Mi, correlation within interstripe II in the chromatic condition. (D) The 1–13 Hz Mi, correlation varied significantly between stripes in all stimulus conditions. Unlike the high-γ-band Mi, correlation, Mi, correlation was greatest in the type II interstripe in each stimulus condition. (E) Reproducibility of Mi estimates across trials. Plot of correlation of Mi, linear, Mi, correlation, and Mi, correlation from two independent repetitions of this stimulus set, separated by 2 hours, within a single recording session. The correlation was robust ($R^2=0.961$) and highly significant ($P<4.44 \times 10^{-16}$).

Notes: (A) Mi, linear from the high-γ-band varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus condition. In these and all other plots in this figure, the interstripe interactions under the different reference-stripe conditions have been realigned to reflect the full impact of interactions between stripes. Pair-wise comparisons between stripes in each stimulus condition revealed that Mi, total was significantly different between type II and type I interstripes, but thin stripes were indistinguishable from type II interstripes in each stimulus condition. (B) Mi, linear varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus condition. In both the achromatic and chromatic stimulus conditions, Mi, linear was greatest within the thin stripe. However, in the full-stimulus condition, Mi, linear was maximal in the type I interstripe. (C) Mi, correlation varied significantly across stripes in each stimulus condition. Pair-wise comparisons between stripes revealed that Mi, correlation within interstripe II was smallest in the achromatic and full-stimulus conditions, and smaller than Mi, correlation within interstripe II in the chromatic condition. (D) The 1–13 Hz Mi, correlation varied significantly between stripes in all stimulus conditions. Unlike the high-γ-band Mi, correlation, Mi, correlation was greatest in the type II interstripe in each stimulus condition. (E) Reproducibility of Mi estimates across trials. Plot of correlation of Mi, linear, Mi, correlation, and Mi, correlation from two independent repetitions of this stimulus set, separated by 2 hours, within a single recording session. The correlation was robust ($R^2=0.961$) and highly significant ($P<4.44 \times 10^{-16}$).
tions of MI arising from the 1–13 Hz frequency-band LFP power are illustrated in D. In contrast to Figure 8, the value of MI depicted by each bar in this set of graphs reflects the information contained within the responses of the LFPs spanning all electrodes attributed to each CO-stripe compartment. Like Figure 8, the bar graphs for \( MI_{\text{total}} \) and \( MI_{\text{linear}} \) are scaled equally to facilitate their comparisons.

This figure summarizes a number of important features about how MI is encoded by each stripe type under different stimulus conditions. 1) \( MI_{\text{total}}, \) \( MI_{\text{linear}}, \) and \( MI_{\text{correlation}} \) varied significantly across these three CO compartments in the achromatic, chromatic, and full stimulus data sets (Kruskal–Wallis). 2) Pair-wise comparisons of these MI components across stripes and stimulus conditions revealed that stripe-pair comparisons were statistically significant in all stimulus conditions (eg, \( MI_{\text{total}} \) for inter-II versus thin), whereas other stripe-pair comparisons were nonsignificant in some stimulus conditions (eg, \( MI_{\text{linear}} \) for chromatic inter-II versus inter-I, \( P < 0.029; \) \( MI_{\text{correlation}} \) for achromatic inter-II versus inter-I, \( P = 0.027; \) \( MI_{\text{correlation}} \) for chromatic inter-II versus inter-I, \( P = 0.375). \) 3) \( MI_{\text{linear}} \) was greater in the thin stripe than in the interstripe II or interstripe I for both the achromatic \( (P < 1.00 \times 10^{-18}, P < 4.64 \times 10^{-4}) \) and chromatic \( (P < 1.00 \times 10^{-18}, P < 1.00 \times 10^{-18}) \) stimulus sets, but not for the full 40-stimulus data set. 4) The \( MI_{\text{correlation}} \) in the type II interstripe was greater than the thin stripe in the achromatic stimulus set \( (P < 0.36 \times 10^{-7}; \) \( P < 1.41 \times 10^{-7}); \) chromatic set \( (P < 4.28 \times 10^{-7}); \) and full-stimulus set \( (P < 7.99 \times 10^{-4}); \) The \( MI_{\text{correlation}} \) in the type I interstripe was greater than the thin stripe in the achromatic stimulus set \( (P < 1.41 \times 10^{-7}); \) and the full stimulus set \( (P < 0.031), \) but not in the chromatic stimulus set \( (P > 0.375). \)

The stripe-dependent distribution of \( MI_{\text{correlation}} \) derived from LFP power in the 1–13 Hz frequency band (D) also distinguished between CO-stripe compartments, but differed from the high-\( \gamma \) MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) in several ways. Similar to the high-\( \gamma \)-band MI\(_{\text{correlation}}, \) MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) in the 1–13 Hz band varied significantly across stripes in the achromatic \( (P < 1.00 \times 10^{-18}); \) chromatic \( (P < 5.28 \times 10^{-9}); \) and full-stimulus \( (P < 0.003) \) sets. However, comparisons of 1–13 Hz MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) across stimulus epochs and stripes revealed different severities in MI magnitude. Whereas 60–120 Hz MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) within the type II interstripe was indistinguishable from that of the type I interstripe in the achromatic and full-stimulus sets, 1–13 Hz MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) in the type II interstripe was significantly greater than in the type I interstripe in all stimulus epochs \( (P < 1.00 \times 10^{-18}, P < 60.4 \times 10^{-19}, \) and \( 7.77 \times 10^{-4} \) for the achromatic, chromatic and full stimulus sets, respectively).

Conversely, whereas the 60–120 Hz MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) in the type I interstripe was significantly greater than in the thin stripe in both the achromatic \( (P < 1.41 \times 10^{-7}) \) and full-stimulus \( (P < 0.031) \) sets, the 1–13 Hz MI\(_{\text{correlation}} \) of the type I interstripe was indistinguishable from the thin stripe in the achromatic \( (P < 0.300) \) and chromatic \( (P < 0.271) \) stimulus epochs, and was marginally distinguishable within the full stimulus set \( (P < 0.030). \) Although the physiological bases for these LFP-frequency band-specific impacts on MI remain unclear, these results demonstrate that interstripe interactions reflected by MI differ by LFP frequency.

The reproducibility of these results was explored by comparing the calculated values of 60–120 Hz MI\(_{\text{total}}, \) MI\(_{\text{linear}}\) and MI\(_{\text{correlation}}\) associated with each of the three CO stripes across three different recording epochs. The comparison of the MI results between sessions 1 and 2 is illustrated in Figure 9E. The correlation between these stripe-specific MI values was robust \( (R^2 = 0.961) \) and highly statistically significant \( (P < 4.44 \times 10^{-19}). \) A strikingly similar result was observed when comparing sessions 2 and 3 (not illustrated; \( R^2 = 0.965 \) and \( P < 1.08 \times 10^{-19}). \) Therefore, we conclude that MI due to high-\( \gamma \) LFP power across this array is rather stable, and can be used to explore the functional significance of V2-stripe compartments.

**Discussion**

We recorded LFPs through a 32-channel microelectrode array positioned in area V2 to determine how populations of neurons in a cortical area characterized by a distinct modular organization encode information about sensory stimuli. The investigation of population coding of MI in an area dominated by anatomically defined cortical modules is unique, and the results demonstrate that modular architecture has a profound impact on the structure of neuronal correlations, and thus on how stimuli are represented in the brain. In this section, we discuss how the analysis of MI derived from the power of LFPs provides new insight into the functional architecture of area V2.

**LFP linear mutual information in V2 reveals CO-stripe structure**

The experimental design of the current experiment enabled the analysis of LFP MI across a variety of stimulus conditions that were chosen to highlight the differences in response properties of neurons across V2 CO stripes. A total of 40 different moving grating stimuli were presented that differed in orientation, direction of movement, spatial frequency, and chromatic/luminance contrast. The first piece of evidence
that $M_{\text{linear}}$ could provide some insight into the functional architecture of V2 came from examining the magnitude of $M_{\text{I}}$ (bits) from stimulation with luminance-contrast gratings and isoluminant chromatic gratings. As expected from previous single-unit studies of tuning properties across V2 stripes and intrinsic imaging studies, the central thin stripe exhibited substantial $M_{\text{linear}}$ during chromatic stimulation compared to luminance-contrast stimulation (see Figure 3). Although the basic pattern of thin-stripe predominance was observed across the different LFP-frequency bands, the greatest $M_{\text{linear}}$ was observed in the high-$\gamma$-frequency band (60–120 Hz). A similar distribution of $M_{\text{linear}}$ was also observed in the responses to the luminance-contrast stimulus set. In this stimulus epoch (stimuli 1–24), little $M_{\text{linear}}$ was observed in the 1–13 Hz LFP power band, but thin-stripe predominance was still observed for the $M_{\text{I}}$ in frequency bands 13–25, 25–40, and 60–120 Hz.

Comparisons of $M_{\text{linear}}$ in the responses to different subsets of stimuli also provided evidence for the modular organization of V2. In comparing $M_{\text{Ilinear}}$ of high-$\gamma$-band LFP power during luminance-contrast minus chromatic contrast stimulation (Figure 4A), the thin stripe exhibited more information about the chromatic stimulus set, whereas the medial interstripe (type I interstripe) exhibited more information about the luminance-contrast stimuli. These patterns of $M_{\text{Ilinear}}$ were explored further by examining the pattern of $M_{\text{I}}$ within the two different stimulus epochs. The comparison of $M_{\text{Ilinear}}$ in the responses to red/gray and green/gray stimuli revealed an intriguing pattern of results (Figure 4B). Although the peak responses were observed in central portions of the array, they were not entirely aligned with the luminance-chromatic information described earlier. Instead they were slightly shifted laterally, perhaps indicating the spatial segregation of iso-hue responses that characterize V2 thin stripes. Furthermore, the asymmetrical distribution of $M_{\text{Ilinear}}$ in the adjoining interstripes is very curious, and implies a preferential representation of red/gray stimuli in the type II interstripe.

Finally, additional evidence for CO-stripe differences was revealed in the differential distribution of $M_{\text{linear}}$ in the responses to different spatial frequencies within the luminance-contrast stimulus set (Figure 4C). These data indicate that the responses within the type II interstripe (lateral) exhibited greater information about high spatial frequencies, whereas the responses within the type I interstripe (medial) exhibited greater information about low spatial frequencies. The significance of this observation is difficult to assess, since little or no information exists concerning spatial frequency tuning in different V2 interstripes.

**Mutual information due to correlations reveals structure of interstripe interactions**

The $M_{\text{Itotal}}$ exhibited by the high-$\gamma$ LFP-power responses was greatly impacted by the pattern of correlations across the microelectrode array. Comparisons between $M_{\text{Ilinear}}$ and $M_{\text{Icorrelation}}$ (eg, Figure 6A and B) indicate substantial increases in information due to these neuronal interactions. However, the pattern of increased information due to specific correlations was not uniform and appeared to reflect CO-stripe borders and functional specialization. In more homogeneous areas, such as V1, the single-unit noise correlations are expected to decrease rapidly with cortical separation. If the tuning properties of these neurons were largely uniform, then $M_{\text{Itotal}}$ should also decrease smoothly with cortical separation. In contrast, the current results suggest that the magnitude of correlations across V2 is highly dependent upon CO stripe, and not simply a function of cortical separation.

The impact of CO-stripe structure of $M_{\text{Icorrelation}}$ is very striking in that local correlations (in the vicinity of the reference electrode) act to reduce local information while simultaneously increasing information at sites up to 2.5 mm away. Most importantly, the region of reduced information appears to “occupy” the full stripe or interstripe width, rather than be limited to a specific ~200 $\mu$m radius. This stripe-specific reduction of $M_{\text{I}}$ was further revealed by the near-uniformity of the pattern of information, despite two to three successive shifts in the reference-electrode position (see Figure 6B). These patterns of results suggest that the local correlations within each stripe compartment acted to reduce $M_{\text{Icorrelation}}$, perhaps due to similarities in tuning properties (signal correlations), whereas more distant correlations between stripe compartments acted to increase $M_{\text{Icorrelation}}$. Perhaps due to their differing signal correlations.

This idea is further supported by the more complete and quantitative analysis of stripe-to-stripe interactions depicted in Figure 8 and in the quantitative summary of interstripe interactions depicted in Figure 9. These complete stripe analyses clearly demonstrate that local correlations originating within each stripe acted to reduce the contribution of $M_{\text{Icorrelation}}$ to $M_{\text{Itotal}}$ within each stripe type. These analyses also demonstrate that the impacts on $M_{\text{I}}$ observed using the single reference electrode approach can be generalized to the entire stripe. Therefore, the impact of intra- and interstripe interactions depicted in Figures 8 and 9 more closely replicates
the physiological interactions that are expected to occur in response to extended stimuli during natural vision.

**Mutual information in different LFP-frequency bands**

The general similarities in the distribution of $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ and $\text{MI}_{\text{correlation}}$ across LFP-frequency bands was somewhat unexpected. The prevailing view is that the various frequency bands of LFPs differ in their ability to propagate across the cortex\(^{(17)}\) and in the information they convey.\(^{(5,10)}\) Numerous studies suggest that the $\gamma$-(or high-$\gamma$)-frequency LFP band propagates the least across the cortex and conveys information very similarly to a single-unit firing rate.\(^{(5,10)}\) In contrast, the lowest LFP-frequency band (1–13 Hz) is thought to propagate over considerable cortical distances and to convey information that is distinct from the $\gamma$-LFPs.\(^{(5,10,17)}\) Furthermore, a recent study suggests that LFP bands between these two extremes convey little or no information about visual stimuli when presented as natural scenes in a movie loop.\(^{(10)}\) It is difficult to reconcile these ideas with the results from the current study.

Although the lower-frequency LFP bands were expected to have the least spatial resolution, the distribution of $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ (Figure 3A) was most restricted for the 1–13 Hz band in each of the luminance, chromatic, and full-stimulus epochs. For each of the higher-LFP-frequency bands, a somewhat similar pattern of higher-information electrodes emerges. Since many factors contribute to the pattern of $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$, it is difficult to determine whether the increased “spread” of $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ was due to an “iceberg effect” or whether the increases in $\text{MI}_{\text{linear}}$ were due to the greater spatial resolution of higher-frequency LFPs. The resolution to this issue will require careful analysis of unit signal and noise correlations and their subsequent comparisons with LFP MI components across frequency bands and CO stripes.

**Conclusion**

LFP and limited single-unit recording was performed through a 32-channel microelectrode array that was implanted into the V2 area of a macaque monkey prepared for semichronic, anesthetized recording. Subsequent to the recording sessions, the position of each electrode in the microelectrode array was reconstructed relative to the pattern of CO stripes observed in a stack of tangential histological sections. $\text{MI}_{\text{total}}$ and its components were calculated using the Information Breakdown Toolbox\(^{(19)}\) and their cortical distributions were analyzed with respect to stimulus type and LFP-frequency band. The spatial distribution of $\text{MI}_{\text{correlation}}$ was perhaps the most informative in that increases and decreases in MI were clearly associated with the positions of CO-stripe borders. In addition, the asymmetrical distribution of MI associated with the two interstripes flanking the central thin stripe provides additional support for the functional distinction of type I and type II interstripes.
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